Florida RV Rental Dealer Announces Hot
New Locations
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla., July 25, 2013 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Florida-based RV
rental dealer – Allstar Coaches – announced this week two new RV rental
location openings in Fort Lauderdale, Fla. and Orange County, Calif.
Rob Tischler, CEO of Allstar Coaches says that, “Our Florida RV rental office
is conveniently located right off of I-95, the Florida Turnpike and I-75.
It’s also close to Miami, Orlando, West Palm Beach and is easily accessible
to the Florida Keys. It’s a gateway to the ideal Florida vacation.”
The Southern California luxury RV rental location is also well situated and
is only 20 minutes from Disneyland – an RV rental vacation destination.
These luxury RV (recreational
are top of the line. Equipped
comforts of home, Florida and
personal concierge, or a full

vehicle) rentals provided by Allstar Coaches
with state-of-the-art technology and all the
California RV rental services may include a
staff including a private chef.

And, if RVers want to drive, that’s fine, but professional drivers are also
available for hire. Trip planning assistance and travel guidance is provided
at no charge.
Rooms are temperature controlled and Allstar’s signature beds come with
luxury bedding and pillows. Staterooms are equipped with flat screen TVs,
DirecTV satellite systems and DVD players. Additionally, each luxury RV
rental is well stocked with fresh bath towels and environmentally friendly,
fully organic and biodegradable amenities by Eco-Spa™.
Allstar Coaches’ RV rentals provide travelers with a great way to see the
whole country or to focus on just one state. And, Allstar Coaches has
something to suit all tastes and budgets to match just about any road trip
adventure imaginable.
So, whether travelers seek a rough and tumble adventure or an elegant and
relaxing experience, there is a custom RV rental just waiting to take to the
open road.
“Our brand new, state-of-the art Florida RV Travel Center is situated on 32
acres, and has a full service facility that features on-site, high speed
diesel fueling, RV repair and body shop, two restaurants and a convenience
store,” Tischler adds.
About Allstar Coaches:
Founded in 2005, Allstar Coaches was created to fill a missing niche in the
RV rental market – luxury recreational vehicle rentals. Strategic locations
include: California, Pennsylvania, Florida, Arizona, Nevada, New York, New
Jersey, Delaware and Maryland. Allstar’s luxury RV rentals may also be
delivered to locations around the nation.

For additional information on Florida RV rentals and California RV rentals,
contact Allstar Coaches at: 866-838-4465 or visit:
http://www.allstarcoaches.com/.
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